I. Progress

- Some have begun to draft our individual sections, as possible.
- We have refined the stakeholder information needs, identifying key overlaps.
- We have identified contacts for remaining stakeholder conversations.
- Work in our liaison groups continues to inform our implementation and strategy discussions.

II. Problems

- We have arranged time with the Title 44 group for completing the overall draft in June, this will remain a key/busy time for the group’s drafting work. ALA meetings in late June will add to this time crunch. Discussions about the editorial process after the draft is due have allayed some concerns.

III. Plans

- We will continue with our liaison working groups and gather the stakeholder information we need from the administrators of other depository programs which have transitioned to all digital, including United Nations, Library & Archives Canada, and the European Union, as well as with librarians coordinating those programs in libraries.
- Close attention to coordination with other groups remains important; our liaison work with other working groups seems effective in keeping us informed.

IV. Comments and Explanations

- We will resume our weekly meetings during May but may use some time for interviews or joint writing.